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Social judgements like comments, reviews, discussions, or rat-

ings have become a ubiquitous component of most Web appli-

cations, especially in the e-commerce domain. Now, a central 

challenge is using these judgements to improve the user experi-

ence by offering new query paradigms or better data analytics. 

Recommender systems have already demonstrated how ratings 

can be effectively used towards that end, allowing users to se-

mantically explore even large item databases. In this paper, we 

will discuss how to use unstructured reviews to build a struc-

tured semantic representation of such items, enabling the imple-

mentation of user-driven queries. Thus, we address one of the 

central challenges of Big Data: making sense of huge collec-

tions of unstructured user feedback. 

More specifically, we discuss the challenge of building struc-

tured, but latent representations of “experience items” stored in 

a database (like movies, books, music, games, but also restau-

rants or hotels) from unstructured user feedback. Such represen-

tations should encode the consensual perception of an item from 

the perspective of a large general user base. If this challenge 

could be solved, established database techniques like SQL-que-

ries, query-by-example, similarity queries, but also several data 

mining techniques like clustering could be easily applied to 

user-generated feedback. In the following, we will use movies 

as a use case. However, the described techniques can easily be 

transferred to any other domain which has user ratings or re-

views available.  

While there have been previous works also aiming at represent-

ing items in a database based on social judgements (e.g., [1], 

[2]), we address one major yet unresolved problem: user judge-

ments are inherently subjective as they represent a user’s per-

ception, and merging all individual judgements into one con-

sensual view can be problematic: this approach works suffi-

ciently well for rating-based systems commonly employed in 

recommender systems as e.g., [3] which rely on factorizing the 

user-rating-item matrix, as ratings do not allow to express rich 

opinions and are very numerous allowing to uncover patterns 

within user groups. However, semantic quality quickly deterio-

rates when richer sources as for example reviews are considered 

([1] relying on document embeddings for reviews): they are less 

numerous, but much richer in content and demand the use of 

sophisticated text-mining techniques like aspect-oriented senti-

ment analysis [4] or document-embeddings [1] to create struc-

tured representations which can be used for database query pro-

cessing. Combining the resulting representations (as for exam-

ple by averaging the document embedding vectors, or aspect-

sentiment tuples) into a single tuple is often not meaningful: 

Consider for example the movie “Twilight (2008)”, typical re-

views might express that this is a “beautiful romance full of al-

luring characters” or “an overall stupid movie and a disgrace to 

the vampire genre”. Some reviews might even be unrelated to 

the item itself, e.g., “horrible service from vendor, my DVD was 

damaged on arrival” – averaging the representation of these 

opinions is mostly meaningless. 

Therefore, in this paper, we propose to represent each experi-

ence item in a database using multiple shared perceptual per-

spectives, with each perspective representing one major consen-

sual opinion aggregated from multiple homogenous user judge-

ments. In this regard, our contributions are: 

• We present the theoretical foundations of shared per-

spectives in the context of relational databases 

• We provide an overview of the design space of differ-

ent techniques and methods available to obtain and 

process such perspectives 

• We introduce an adapted variant of the query-by-ex-

ample paradigm intended to interact with multiple 

shared perspectives 

• We present our prototype implementation, and give 

insights into its query processing performance using 

simulations on real-life data 

• We conduct and present a user study, giving insights 

into the usefulness and semantic representativeness of 

the perspectives in our prototype system 
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